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We supply and distribute all kinds of clean, reputable and quality clean agricul-

tural products which are guaranteed of origin to all custommers. The buyer, 

therefore, can be completely assured of the quality of products as well as the 

long-term supply of our company. With the criterion: "Bringing delicious meals to 

ensure quality, hygiene and food safety", we always meet the strict standards 

that customers set with the product. In addition, our products have a full range 

of certification for food hygiene and safety products. We believe in being one 

of the companies capable of supplying large agricultural products, has a 

system of professional distribution warehouses, can meet a variety of needs in 

terms of types and volume of raw materials.

 Products provided by TIEN HAO are purchased in large quantities, thus ensuring 

competitive prices, helping partners and customers to reduce production costs.

Our company would be pleasure to cooperate !

INTRODUCTION
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TIEN HAO COMPANY LINITED
Address

Email

Whatsapp

Tax code

: 1/1 Ho Ba Phan street, Quater 4, Phuoc Long A Ward,

 Thu Duc City, Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam

: tienhao@tienhao.com.v

: +84 902373666

: 0310744143

COMPANY INFOMATION
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VISION, MISSION, AND CORE VALUES

In the trend of international economic integration, TIEN HAO 

company has been building up the quality of our products and 

services according to international standards. Base on that, we 

continue to grow stronger and be one of top 100 enterprises 

manufacturing industry in Vietnam.

– Create professional, trustworthy and conscientious services in 

the manufacturing industry to accompany partners to bring 

about the highest economic values with the motto: “Dedication 

for the benefit of customers.”

- Provide useful, quick and convenient package solutions to 

meet all customers’ needs. 

– We always focus on customers’ satification and trust 

- Prestige and quality of service are always considered as a 

guideline for our activity

- We always be responsibility and strongest efforts for the devel-

opment of the company in particular and of the economy in 

general.
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COMPANY HIERACHY

 In order to organize business activities smoothly and effectively, TIEN HAO's apparatus was estab-
lished on the principles: compact, decentralized, be self-responsible individuals and put efficiency 
first.  Therefore, the management apparatus is divided into specialized departments in charge of 
each individual part.  However, these departments are closely coordinated to create smooth and 
favorable business activities.  Our apparatus is organized according to the diagram above .

Director

Planning
department

Sales and marketing
department

Accounting department
and human resources

(HR) administration
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BUSINESS LICENSE
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PRODUCT’S IMAGE

Fresh Taro Green Tea

RiceFresh Lemons

Sweet Potatoes Lotus Seeds Dried
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DEPOT
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PRINCIPLE

To Community
- Celebrate and uphold business ethics. 
Complete Corporate Social Responsibility,-
obey the law. 
- Actively contribute to the Social develop-
ment
 

To customers
- Quality, reputation and progress.
- Always satify the needs of all customers with 
the best quality.
- Open, friendly, attentive, enthusiastic and 
frugal.
- Make the highest effort to make products 
more progressive and contribute to improving 
the standard of life.

To employee
- Create learning opportunities, improve quali-
fication and working style, step by step reach 
international standards. 
- Create promotion opportunities on the basis 
of work efficiency, integrity and loyalty with our 
company, to ensure better conditions for 
employees’ lives and development.

To partners
 - Build and maintain a stable long-term and 
mutually beneficial relationship on the basis of 
a tradition of trustworthy business, ensure quali-
ty of goods and respect customers.  
 - Support to improve business quality to better 
satisfy customers' needs.

“PRESTIGE - QUALITY - FAST - REASONABLE PRICE”
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We are committed to strive for satisfing maximum customer needs. We take customers' trust as the 
purpose to operate. We are committed to delivering the right quality products, with sufficient quantity 
and on time.
We always want to bring the best efficiency according to the needs of customers with the service 
motto: "PRESTIGE - QUALITY - FAST - REASONABLE PRICE".



ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Our company would like to send our customers / partners the most sincere grati-
tude to customers for your trust, cooperation and valuable support for Trading 
Services Co., Ltd. Tien Hao in the past.
With the support and trust of customers and our ceaseless efforts, Tien Hao has 
reached very proud achievements, showed prestige and quality over the past 
time. With Tien Hao Trading and Service Co., Ltd., the greatest asset and value is 
the trust, the support of customers / partners with the products that our Company 
provides as well as the effective relationship and sincere cooperation that we 
always give to customers.
We wish you good health, happiness, success and prosperity.
Tien Hao Trading and Service Co., Ltd always wishes to accompany and be ready 
to serve customers on their path of strong and sustainable development!
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TIEN HAO TRADING SERVICE COMPANY LIMITED
ADD

Email

Whatsapp

: 1/1 Ho Ba Phan street, Quater 4, Phuoc Long A Ward,

 Thu Duc City, Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam

: tienhao@tienhao.com.vn

: +84 902373666


